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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome to this video tutorial on how to find theses beyond Oxford.



Learning 
outcomes

Discover tools you can use to 
find theses and dissertations 
beyond Oxford

Learn search tips

Find further help

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this video tutorial we are going to:Discover tools you can use to find theses and dissertations beyond OxfordLearn search tips and how to use Databases A-Z to find theses databasesLearn where to find further help



The tools to use to search for theses beyond 
Oxford
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SOLO (Search Oxford Libraries 
Online)

Databases A-Z

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The tools we are going to be using to find theses beyond Oxford are:SOLO, the resource and discovery tool of the major collections of the libraries of the University of Oxford. Older foreign theses from 1920s-1950s can be found there. Furthermore, you may browse and find individual digital theses listed on the major theses and dissertations databases.Databases A-Z,  a collection of databases that the University of Oxford subscribes to. All of the theses databases can be search individually on SOLO, but as you will see later, Databases A-Z can be filtered by subject, something that you cannot do on SOLO.

https://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/
https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/az.php


Tips for 
searching for 
theses on SOLO

• To find a specific thesis on SOLO:
• Use author surname/keywords from title

• Search theses Databases on SOLO
o Either by searching for a database, e.g., Proquest

Dissertations and Theses
o Or by searching 'Databases A-Z'Use Advanced Search and select 

“Theses (Oxford)” as Resource 
Type

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To find a specific thesis on SOLO, use the author's surname and keywords from the title in your search. You can also search for a specific theses database if you know its name or browse dissertations and theses databases by searching the Databases A-Z option on SOLO's initial page.



Demonstration: 
SOLO
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I am going to demonstrate how to look up for theses beyond Oxford using SOLO and Databases A-Z. First, I am going to ensure that I am signed in onto SOLO. I click on ‘advanced search. In Advanced Search select 'theses' as the resource type. Then I enter the author’s name and surname and a word from the title of the thesis. In this case, I am searching for a thesis authored by Wheeler, Dean Richard titled  Molecular simulations of diffusion in electrolytes. As you can see, this is the first result on my search. There are other times, where the results of a thesis outside of Oxford might not appear on SOLO. In this case, you can do a search from the databases A-Z menu. We open the initial page of SOLO . Then we go to the  bottom right-side box titled ‘Useful Links. From that box we select the option Databases A-Z. 



Demonstration: 
Databases A-Z
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Databases A-Z lists all databases listed alphabetically. The main difference with SOLO is that here you can browse databases by subject, something that as we mentioned before you cannot do on SOLO. We have now opened the menu of Databases A-Z. There are three dropdown menus and a freetext box. Starting for the left,  the first dropdown menu is titled ‘All Subjects’. From here you can browse databases by subject. If we select the option Dissertation and Theses, we get 21 results.There is another option which I am going to demonstrate to you. We go to the free text box (last option from the left) and we type Dissertations in it. The first between the drop down menu and this search is that the latter is a broader search and brings back results of databases which may combine more than one type of resources in them, including dissertations and theses. Once you have found a database you want to take a look at, you can use your search query to browse theses related to it, or you can browse for a specific thesis if you already know the title and the author.



Further help

• To discover further search tips and databases of theses
beyond Oxford, watch our video tutorial Searching Theses
databases beyond Oxford

• Video tutorials available at 
www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/searching-and-
finding-scholarly-materials-training-handouts

• More iSkills training www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops
• Contact your subject librarian 

www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/subject-librarians
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https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/searching-and-finding-scholarly-materials-training-handouts
http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops
https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/subject-librarians


What 
have you 

learnt?

Discover which tools to use to 
find theses beyond Oxford

Learn search tips

Find further help

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By the end of this video tutorial, you should have:Discovered which tools to use to find theses beyond OxfordLearned search tips and how to use Databases A-Z to find theses databasesLearned where to find further help. 



Thank you for 
watching
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